
FLOOR FINISHES 
MAINTENANCE & CARE GUIDE 



IN HIGH TRAFFIC AREAS, ENTRANCE 
CARPETS ARE HIGHLY RECOMMENDED

NYLON BRUSH 

DO NOT SLIDE HEAVY FURNITURE OR 
APPLIANCES ON THE FLOOR

MOP

FOLLOW CLEANING GUIDELINES AND 
MAKE USE OF MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS

HARSH CHEMICALS

The aim of this manual is to explain best methods of use and maintenance of Cemcrete products and tools required to carry out periodic 
maintenance. These instructions are applicable for all Cemcrete internal decorative surfaces for the purpose of preserving the protection and the 
aesthetic appearance of the materials over time.

To keep the finishes in great conditions over the years, please follow carefully the following guidelines:

Avoid using the followings on your surfaces:

CARE & PROTECTION

FELT PADS SHOULD BE AFFIXED TO 
HEAVY OR SHARP FURNITURE.

KEEP SURFACE FREE OF DIRT 
AND DEBRIS

REMOVE SPILLS IMMEDIATELY 
(ESPECIALLY ACID OR GREASE LIQUIDS)
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MICROFIBRE CLOTH CLEANING KIT WAX SPREADER

MICROFIBRE CLOTH CLEANING KIT

WHITE CLEANING PAD

WAX SPREADER

FLOOR BUFFER

RECOMMENDED CLEANING EQUIPMENT - PRIVATE RESIDENCE/SMALL OFFICE

RECOMMENDED CLEANING EQUIPMENT - STORE/HOTEL/RESTAURANT

MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS & EQUIPMENT

Cemcrete Finishes are decorative surfaces used for small and large environments: homes, stores, restaurants and museums. All these spaces 
require different types of maintenance. The main variable is the amount of traffic that the floor must support. The heavier the traffic, the more 
frequently maintenance will be required.

LIGHT TRAFFIC AREA
After the initial treatment, it will be sufficient to wash the floor once a week and apply the protective treatment once every 8 - 12 months.

HEAVY TRAFFIC AREA
When the surface must support intense stress, it is recommended to wash the floor more often, between 4 and 7 times a week, and apply the 
protective treatment every 3 - 6 months.

BUCKET FOR WAX SPREADER
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RECOMMENDED MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS

Floors are subject to wear and tear and chemical attacks every day. The extent of these problems can vary, depending on the environment. 
In order to maintain the beauty and protection of its floors for longer, Cemcrete created CreteCare, a range of protective, wax-based coating. 
CreteCare was specifically formulated to be used on Cemcrete decorative surfaces. The product can only be used on interior surfaces.

CRETECARE - MOP & SHINE

MOP&SHINE is a cleaning & maintenance product for floors. It is a self-shining, wax based product for all types of water resistant floor such as 
vinyl, PVC, linoleum, parquet, natural of artificial stone etc. MOP&SHINE leaves a thin, slip-resistant layer/film of wax that dries bright and is 
repolishable.

We recommend the use of MOP&SHINE once a month on a clean floor, the daily cleaning and maintenance can be realized with normal cleaning 
products.

CRETECARE - FLOOR POLISH 

CreteCare Floor Polish is an easy to apply, high gloss, hard-wearing, protective polish for cement and concrete floors. CreteCare Floor Polish 
delivers excellent black heel mark, slip, detergent and wear resistance with high lay down gloss retention. This is a state of the art low-
ammoniated product. CreteCare Floor Polish requires no mixing or dilution and is applied thinly and evenly in one direction preferably with a 
lamb’s wool applicator. Make sure that no bubbles or streaks exist in the newly applied film. DO NOT RUB. Allow this coat to dry for 30 minutes 
and apply second and third coats if required due to substrate porosity and sheen requirements. Allow for last coat to cure for at least 12 hours. 
Cured polish may be machine buffed if required to improve gloss. 

REMOVAL OF DIFFICULT STAINS

In the event of significant stains, treat them in the proper manner and avoid tools and products that are too aggressive. The first thing to do is to 
try and use a neutral pH detergent at a dilution of 1:5 in water. Give the product time to act and rub with a soft, abrasive sponge.

   IMPORTANT 

It is important to always use 2 buckets of water to thoroughly clean the floor. One should contain clean water and detergent; the other bucket is 
for wringing out the dirty water. If only one bucket is used, you will simply be moving the dirt from one part of the floor to another, without really 
cleaning it.

PLASTICIZERS MIGRATION

The plasticizers in many plastic/rubber objects such as mats, tyres, plastic foot caps for furniture etc. will, in time, migrate into the sealers, which 
are also types of plastics with polymers of their own.  They become “married” to one another and become one and when lifted, can pull the sealer 
and sometimes the concrete Finish with it, breaking the finish applied.  To avoid these issues, Cemtech recommend the application of felt pads/
fabric materials under any items in plastic to avoid the plasticizer migration in time.Application of our CreteCare Floor Polish will also reduce the 
risk of plasticizer migration has it creates a film between the sealer and the rubber.
 
SEALER LIFETIME
 
All applied sealers have a general lifespan of 5 to 8 years, depending on Maintenance and usage of our Maintenance Products – CreteCare. When 
surfaces show signs of water/liquid absorption, we recommend that a new sealer coat be applied to renew the protective coating of your finish. 
Usage of our CreteCare products will increase greatly the lifetime of your sealer.

IMPORTANT


